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GENROCK HAND PUMP S1
“THE PUMP THAT WILL NEVER LET YOU DOWN”
DESCRIPTION:
The unique Genrock nylon hand operated pump.
Pumping all forms of liquid and pumpable
grouts. Incorporated with a lightweight mixing
tank and delivery assembly.
This unit is very easily dismantled for easy
transport in difficult working places underground.
SPECIFICATIONS OF GENROCK HAND
OPERATED PUMP S1

Overall length
Overall height of pump
Weight of pump
Weight of container
Total weight
Mixer weight
Output pressure
Capacity to mark
Delivery hose

70 cm
90 cm
4.6 kg
9 kg
13.6 kg
2.6 kg
up to 10 bar
4l&8l
5 meters

The Genrock hand pump is designed to achieve
cost-effective performance, particularly in areas
where auxiliary services are limited or not
available. The simple, robust design ensures
that the unit is not only highly reliable but also
easy to clean service and maintain. It is light in
weight and easy to move, transport and set up.

ADVANTEGES OF GENROCK HAND PUMP
1. Does not support combustion.
2. The pump can easily be removed from the
container.
3. The unit has minimum number of working
parts.
4. Can be used in areas where air is not
available.
5. No tools required to overhaul pump.
6. Unskilled labour can repair the pump.
7. Maximum cost on wearing parts is R120.00
per month.
8. Without abuse maintenance cost ± R15.00
per month.
9. Maintenance repair cost can be cut to 90%.
10. Capital cost for pump can be reduced to
50% of present cost.
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